Your customers’ top
data privacy and
protection concerns
See what the survey reveals

In the face of escalating cyberthreats and the rapid shift of workers to a
digital working environment, it is more important than ever to build and
maintain customer trust. Do you know what customers expect when it
comes to keeping their data safe? We recently surveyed a cross-section
of 2,000 UK consumers to find out.

Data Security

Data security matters
to customers.

Fewer than 1 in 4 believe that the
company they use successfully
secures their data.
43% would switch services/product if they
became aware of a cybersecurity breach.

24% say a serious data breach will permanently
affect their opinion of a company or product.

App Security

Customers are more likely to download
apps from a trusted source.

Half of respondents agree they would
be more likely to download an app
from a recognized company.

49%

37% only download from reputable
app stores or sites.

Trust

Companies still have more work to do in earning customers’
trust in their commitment to data privacy and protection.

38% of respondents said they trust
large companies with their data.
62% are undecided, don’t know,
disagree, or strongly disagree.

Data Privacy

Customers worry about
their privacy.

42% say they worry about what
companies do with their data.
24% like the convenience of
online recommendations.
36% “feel unnerved” by
personalized advertising.

Online Privacy

Online privacy is a strong concern for
customers and many want more done
to protect them.

When thinking of online privacy,
36% worry about it.
26% would like to have their data
protected by encryption.
36% want more laws and regulations surrounding
the privacy of their online data.

Survey of 2,006 UK adults, December 2019, commissioned by Micro Focus (conducted by Vital).

How we help

Manage identities by governing privileges, enforcing
access controls, and unifying identity stores.
Secure applications by embedding strong security
and best practices into DevOps processes.
Protect data by discovering where it is, determining
who has access, and guarding it wherever it resides.

Learn More

Given the reports of data breaches that consumers continue
to see in the headlines, you can best ease their minds and earn
their trust with a cohesive approach to security and privacy.
Micro Focus has a broad set of solutions to meet this need.
To learn more, visit microfocus.com/dpp
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